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PART-A  
 

Q. No. – 1 Answer the following questions.                  5x3=15      

1)  Differentiate between conventional and non-conventional energy sources. 

2) What are the various factors to be considered for the selection of power plant?  

3) Write short note on bioenergy plants. 

4) How energy can play a role in economic development? 

5) Explain general principle of energy management. 

PART-B 

2 Discuss the various types of energy in brief. 5 

3 Draw and explain the layout of thermal power plant. 5 

4 Explain the working of tidal power plants. 5 

5 Write down the need and types of energy audit. 5 

 

      PART-C  

6 Describe the various types of energy conversion processes in detail. 10 

7 Our conventional energy sources are declining. How non-conventional energy sources can meet the load 

demand. Justify your answer. 

10 

8 Illustrate the general layout of hydro power plant and explain it with working and importance of each part. 10 

9 A. Distinguish various advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power plant. 

B. Explain the working of diesel power plant in brief. 

5 

5 

10 Explain the various methods to utilize the solar energy. Draw and explain PV system in detail. 10 

11 What do you mean by wind power? Discuss its conversion in electrical energy with a brief overview. 10 

12 As per your branch prospective, what are the modern things that are incorporated in electricity sector and 

how they are effecting overall processing of power system. 

10 

13 Write short note on 1) power system layout 2) future energy strategy. 10 

 

 

 

 


